The ubiquitous presence of sequence data across fields such as the web, healthcare, bioinformatics, and text mining has made sequence mining a vital research area. However, sequence mining is particularly challenging because finding (dis)similarity/distance between sequences is difficult. This is because a distance measure between sequences is not obvious due to their unstructuredness-arbitrary strings of arbitrary length. Feature representations, such as n-grams, are often used but they either compromise on extracting both short-and long-term sequence patterns or have a high computation. We propose a new function, Sequence Graph Transform (SGT), that extracts the short-and long-term sequence features and embeds them in a finite-dimensional feature space. Importantly, SGT has low computation and can extract any amount of short-to long-term patterns without any increase in the computation, also proved theoretically in this paper. Due to this, SGT yields superior results with significantly higher accuracy and lower computation compared to the existing methods. We show this via several experiments and SGT's real world application for clustering, classification, search and visualization as examples.
: SGT's unique property.
histories, patient movements through hospital wards, and protein sequences in bioinformatics.
The ubiquitous presence of sequence data has made development of new sequence mining methods important. Some examples of its applications include: a) understanding users' behavior from their web surfing and buying sequences data to serve them better advertisements, product placements, promotions, and so on, b) assessing process flows (sequences) in a hospital to find the expected patient movement based on diagnostic profiles to better optimize the hospital resource and service, and c) analysis of biological sequences to understand human evolution, physiology and diseases.
A fundamental requirement for data mining is the ability to measure the (dis)similarity, often translated as measuring a distance between the objects. In sequence mining, sequences are the objects, but finding the distances between them is challenging because of their unstructuredness-arbitrary strings of arbitrary length. To mitigate this challenge feature representations of sequence are often used. For example, an n-gram method extracts sequence features by looking at the substrings up to length n and embeds them in a feature vector; in an n-order Markov model, the sequence features are represented by the transition probability matrix.
However, in addition to other limitations, most of the existing methods (discussed in §1.1) either limit themselves by extracting only short-term patterns or suffer from exponentially increasing computation upon extracting the long-term patterns. For instance, in the abovementioned n-gram and -Markov models, n is kept small due to computational limitations.
In this paper, we develop a new function, Sequence Graph Transform (SGT), that extracts the short-and long-term sequence features without any increase in the computation. As depicted in Fig. 1 , SGT can extract any amount of short-to long-term sequence patterns just by dialing a hyperparam-eter κ. This unique property of SGT removes the computation limitations; it enables us to tune the amount of short-to long-term patterns that will be optimal for a given sequence mining problem. Additionally, SGT is a finite-dimensional feature space that can be used as a vector for implementing any mainstream data mining, and as a graph for applying graph mining methods and interpretable visualizations.
These properties lead to a significantly higher sequence data modeling accuracy with lower computation. We theoretically support the SGT properties, and experimentally and practically validate its efficacy. In the following, §1.1- §1.2, we discuss the related work and the problem specification in more detail.
Related Work.
Early research works used edit-distances between sequences after alignment. Methods for global alignment and local alignment, with or without overlapping, were developed by [10, 14] . Based on these methods, heuristic approaches were proposed for larger datasets [3, 4, 5] . These methods mainly focus on bioinformatics sequence problems and lack general applicability due to difficulty in tuning, high computational complexity, and inability to work on sequences with significantly varying lengths. Additionally, these methods do not provide any feature representation of sequences.
More universally applicable and relatively powerful methods broadly work on one of the following assumptions: a) the sequence process has an underlying parametric distribution, b) similar sequences have common substrings, and c) a sequence evolves from hidden strings.
The parametric methods typically make Markovian distribution assumptions (more specifically a first-order Markovian) on the sequence process [1, 11] . However, such distributional assumptions are not always valid. General norder Markov models were also proposed but not popular in practice due to high computation. Beyond them, Hidden Markov model-based approaches are popular in both bioinformatics and general sequence problems [12, 9] . This assumes a hidden layer of latent states that results in the observed sequence. These hidden states have a first-order Markov transition assumption, but due to the multi-layer setting, the first-order assumption is not transmitted to the observed sequence. However, tuning HMM (finding optimal hidden states) is difficult and computationally intensive, thus effecting HMM's generality and scalability.
N -gram methods (also known as k -mer methods in the bioinformatics area) are the most popular approaches that work on the second assumption [8, 15] . Although the pretext of this assumption seems appropriate, the optimal selection of substring length, i.e. n in n-gram or k in k -mer, is difficult. In sequence mining, selection of a small value for n can lead to inclusion of noise, but increasing it severely increases the computation. Some other variants, such as spaced-words and adaptive n, are more difficult to optimize [2] .
Another class of methods hypothesizes that sequences are generated from some evolutionary process in which a sequence is produced by reproducing complex strings from simpler substrings ( [13] and references therein). This method solves an NP-hard optimization problem to identify the underlying evolution hierarchy and corresponding substrings. These substrings can also be used as features for sequence data mining. However, the estimation algorithms for this and similar methods are heuristics that usually do not guar-antee optimality. The algorithms can also lead to several solutions that will cause identifiability and ambiguity issues. Moreover, the evolutionary assumption may not be always true.
The above methods either limit the extent of sequence pattern extraction due to restrictive assumptions or search for (hidden) states or strings in an unobservable universe. This causes limited accuracy and/or computational issues.
Besides these methods, Prefixspan [7] is another sequence pattern mining approach, but it works on a different type of sequence in which the sequence is a list of elements and each element consists of a set of items, e.g. <a(abc)(ac)d(cf)>.
For the sequence problems addressed here, Prefixspan's performance will be similar to n-grams.
Sequence mining problems have also been given attention by the deep learning research community. Embedding spaces for sequences have been proposed using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Long Short Term Memory [6] . However, the dimension of these embeddings is typically large, and finding the optimal dimension and embeddings requires the use of rigorous optimization problems in a deep learning network. Training such models is computationally intensive, sometimes not interpretable and requires a large amount of training data.
Problem Specification.
The related methods discussed above fail to address at least one of the following challenges: a) feature mapping: effective extraction of sequence characteristics into a finitedimensional feature space (a vector), b) universal applicability: which mainly requires the absence of any distributional or domain-specific assumptions and a small number of tuning hyper-parameters, and c) scalability: which relies on the computational complexity, which should be small with respect to sequence length, size of the database and size of alphabets set.
We propose a new sequence feature extraction function, Sequence Graph Transform (SGT), that addresses all of the above challenges and is shown to outperform existing stateof-the-art methods in sequence data mining. SGT works by quantifying the pattern in a sequence by scanning the positions of all alphabets relative to each other. We call it a graph transform because of its inherent property of interpretation as a graph, where the alphabets form the nodes and a directed connection between two nodes shows their "association." These "associations" between all alphabets represent the signature features of a sequence. A Markov model transition matrix can be compared analogously with the SGT's feature space; however, among other differences (explored further in the paper), the associations (graph edges) do not represent a probability, and SGT is non-parametric. The non-parametric property also makes it robust to any underlying sequence generation distribution.
Regardless, sequence analysis problems can be broadly divided into: a) length-sensitive: the inherent patterns, as well as the sequence lengths, should match to render two sequences as similar, e.g., in protein sequence clustering; and b) length-insensitive: the inherent patterns should be similar, irrespective of the lengths, e.g., weblog comparisons. In contrast with the existing literature, SGT provides a solution for both scenarios. The advantage of this property becomes more pronounced when we have to perform both types of analysis on the same data and implementing differ- ent methods for each becomes cumbersome.
In this paper, our major contribution is the development of a new feature extraction function, SGT, for sequences. In the following, we develop SGT, and provide its theoretical support and extensions. We perform an extensive experimental evaluation, and show that SGT bridges the gap between sequence mining and mainstream data mining through implementation of fundamental methods, viz. PCA, k-means, SVM and graph visualization via SGT on real sequence data analysis.
SEQUENCE GRAPH TRANSFORM (SGT)

Overview and Intuition
By definition, a sequence can be either feed-forward or "undirected." In a feed-forward sequence, events (alphabet instances) occur in succession; e.g., in a clickstream sequence, the click events occur one after another in a "forward direction." On the other hand, in an "undirected" sequence, the directional or chronological order of alphabet instances is not present or not important, e.g., text documents.
For either of these sequence types, the developed Sequence Graph Transform works on the same fundamental premise-the relative positions of alphabets in a sequence characterize the sequence-to extract the pattern features of the sequence. This premise holds true for most sequence mining problems because similarity in sequences is often measured based on the similarities in their pattern from the alphabet positions.
In the following, we illustrate and develop the SGT's feature extraction approach for a feed-forward sequence and later extend it to "undirected" sequences. Fig. 2 shows an illustrative example of a feed-forward sequence. In this example, the presence of alphabet B at positions 5 and 8 should be seen in context with or as a result of all other predecessors. To extract the sequence features, we take the relative positions of one alphabet pair at a time. For example, the relative positions for pair (A,B) are {(2,3),5} and {(2,3,6),8}, where the values in the position set for A are the ones preceding B. In the SGT procedure defined and developed in the following sections ( §2.3-2.4), the sequence features are shown to be extracted from these positions information.
These extracted features are an "association" between A and B, which can be interpreted as a connection feature representing "A leading to B." We should note that "A leading to B" will be different from "B leading to A." The associations between all alphabets in the alphabet set, denoted as V, can be extracted similarly to obtain sequence features in a |V| 2 -dimensional feature space. This is similar to the Markov probabilistic models, in which the transition probability of going from A to B is estimated. However, SGT is different because the connection feature 1) is not a probability, and 2) takes into account all orders of relationship without any increase in computation.
Sequence Graph Transform
Interpretation as a directed graph ( ×| | edges) ∼ Sequence,
(a) Feature extracted as a vector with a graph interpretation.
Sequence Data Mining
Use of sequences' SGT features for data mining. Besides, the SGT features also make it easy to visualize the sequence as a directed graph, with sequence alphabets in V as graph nodes and the edge weights equal to the directional association between nodes. Hence, we call it a sequence graph transform. Moreover, we show that under certain conditions, the SGT also allows node (alphabet) clustering.
A high level overview of our approach is given in Fig. 3a -3b. In Fig. 3a , we show that applying SGT on a sequence, s, yields a finite-dimensional SGT feature vector, Ψ (s) , for the sequence, also interpreted and visualized as a directed graph. For a general sequence data analysis, SGT can be applied on each sequence in a data corpus, as shown in Fig. 3b , to yield a finite and equal dimensional representation for each sequence. This facilitates a direct distance-based comparison between sequences and thus makes application of mainstream data mining methods for sequence analysis rather straightforward.
Notations
Suppose we have a dataset of sequences denoted by S. Any sequence in the dataset, denoted by s(∈ S), is made of alphabets in set V. A sequence can have instances of one or many alphabets from V. For example, sequences from a dataset, S, made of alphabets in, V = {A, B, C, D, E}(suppose), can be S = {AABAAABCC, DEEDE, ABBDECCABB, . . .}. The length of a sequence, s, denoted by, L (s) , is equal to the number of events (in this paper, the term "event" is used for an alphabet instance) in it. In the sequence, s l will denote the alphabet at position l, where l = 1, . . . , L (s) and s l ∈ V.
As mentioned in the previous section, we extract sequence features in the form of "associations" between the alphabets, represented as ψ (s) uv , where u, v ∈ V, are the corresponding alphabets and ψ is a function of φ. φ is also a function that takes a "distance," d, as an input and κ as a tuning hyper-parameter, represented as φκ(d). As also explained in §2.1, SGT extracts the features from the relative positions of events. A quantification for an "effect" from the relative positions of two events in a sequence is given by φ(d(l, m)), where l, m are the positions of the events and d(l, m) is a distance measure. This quantification is an effect of the preceding event on the later event. For example, see Fig. 4a , where u and v are at positions l and m, and the directed arc denotes the effect of u on v.
SGT Definition
For developing SGT, we require the following conditions on φ: a) strictly greater than 0: φκ(d) > 0; ∀ κ > 0, d > 0; b) strictly decreasing with d: ∂ ∂d φκ(d) < 0; and c) strictly decreasing with κ: ∂ ∂κ φκ(d) < 0. The first condition is to keep the extracted SGT feature, ψ = f (φ), easy to analyze and interpret. The second condition strengthens the effect of closer neighbors. The last condition helps in tuning the procedure, allowing us to change the effect of neighbors.
There are several functions that satisfy the above conditions: e.g., Gaussian, Inverse and Exponential. We take φ as an exponential function because it will yield interpretable results for the SGT properties ( §2.4) and d(l, m) = |m − l|.
φκ
In a general sequence, we will have several instances of an alphabet pair. For example, see Fig. 4b , where there are five (u, v) pairs, and an arc for each pair shows an effect of u on v. Therefore, the first step is to find the number of instances of each alphabet pair. The instances of alphabet pairs are stored in a |V| × |V| asymmetric matrix, Λ. Here, Λuv will have all instances of alphabet pairs (u, v), such that in each pair instance, v's position is after u.
In the sequence, φ from each (u, v) pair instance will contribute to the "association" feature, ψuv. Thus, we aggregate individual contributions from each pair instance and normalize the aggregate, as shown below in Eq. 3a-3b, to give ψuv. Here, |Λuv| is the size of the set Λuv, which is equal to the number of (u, v) pair instances. Eq. 3a gives the feature expression for a length-sensitive sequence analysis problem because it also contains the sequence length information within it (proved with a closed-form expression under certain conditions in §2.4). In Eq. 3b, the length effect is removed by standardizing |Λuv| with the sequence length L (s) for length-insensitive problems. For illustration, the SGT feature for alphabet pair (A, B) in sequence in Fig. 2 can be computed as (for κ = 1 in length-sensitive SGT): ΛAB={(2, 5); (3, 5) ; (2, 8) ; (3, 8) ; (6, 8) 
= 0.066. The features, Ψ (s) , can be either interpreted as a directed "graph," with edge weights, ψ, and nodes in V, or vectorized to a |V| 2 -vector denoting the sequence s in the feature space.
SGT properties
In this section, we show SGT's property of capturing both short-and long-term sequence pattern features. This is shown by a closed-form expression for the SGT feature, ψuv, under some defined scenario. Note that the scenario defined below is only for showing an interpretable expression and is not required in practice.
Definition 1.
A sequence of length L with an inherent pattern: u,v occurs closely together with a stochastic gap in between, X ∼ N (µα, σ 2 α ), and the intermittent stochastic gap between the pairs as, Y ∼ N (µ β , σ 2 β ), such that, µα < µ β (See Fig. 5 ). X and Y characterize the short-and long-term patterns, respectively. Theorem 1. SGT feature has a closed-form expression which shows that it captures both short-and long-term patterns present in a sequence in both length-sensitive andinsensitive SGT variants.
and
As we can see in Eq. 4, the expected value of the SGT feature is proportional to the term γ. The numerator of γ contains the information about the short-term pattern, and its denominator has the long-term pattern information.
In Eq. 6, we can observe that if either of µα (the closeness of u and v in the short-term) and/or µ β (the closeness of u and v in the long-term) decreases, γ will increase, and vice versa. This emphasizes two properties: a) the SGT feature, ψuv, is affected by changes in both short-and long-term patterns, and b) ψuv increases when u, v becomes closer in the short or long range in the sequence, providing an analytical connection between the observed pattern and the extracted feature. Besides, it also proves the graph interpretation of SGT: ψuv that denotes the edge weight for nodes u and v (in the SGT-graph) increases if closeness between u, v increases in the sequence, meaning that the nodes becoming closer in the graph space (and vice versa).
Furthermore, the length-sensitive SGT feature expectation in Eq. 4 contains the sequence length, L. This shows that the SGT feature has the information of the sequence pattern, as well as the sequence length. This enables an effective length-sensitive sequence analysis because sequence comparisons via SGT will require both patterns and sequence lengths to be similar.
In the length-insensitive SGT feature expectation in Eq. 4, it is straightforward to show that it becomes independent of the sequence length as the length increases. Therefore, as sequence length, L, increases, the (u, v) "association" feature
Besides, it is shown in Appendix A, limL→∞ var(ψuv) → 1/L 0. Thus, the expected value of the SGT feature becomes independent of the sequence length at a rate of inverse to the length. In our experiments, we observe that the SGT feature approaches a length-invariant constant when L > 30.
Furthermore, if the pattern variances, σ 2 α and σ 2 β , in the above scenario are small, κ allows regulating the feature extraction: higher κ reduces the effect from long-term patterns and vice versa.
The properties discussed above play an important role in SGT's effectiveness. Due to these properties, unlike the methods discussed in §1.1, SGT can capture higher orders of relationship without any increase in computation. Besides, SGT can effectively find sequence features without the need for any hidden string/state(s) search.
Extensions of SGT
Undirected sequences
SGT can be extended to work on undirected sequences. In such sequences, the directional pattern or directional relationships (as in feed-forward) are not important. In other words, it is immaterial whether B occurs before or after A; occurring closely (or farther) is important. From SGT's operation standpoint, we have to remove the condition, l < m, from Eq. 2, denoted byΛ.
It is easy to show thatΛ = Λ + Λ T and
where Λ and Ψ are given in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3a-3b, respectively (see Appendix C for proof).
Moreover, for sequences with a uniform marginal distribution of occurrence of elements, v ∈ V, Λ will be close to symmetric; thus, the undirected sequence graph can be approximated as,Ψ ≈ Ψ + Ψ T 2 . In practice, this approximation is useful in most cases.
Alphabet clustering
Node clustering in graphs is a classical problem solved by various techniques, including spectral clustering, graph partitioning and others. SGT's graph interpretation facilitates 
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grouping of alphabets that occur closely via any of these node clustering methods. This is because SGT gives larger weights to the edges, ψuv, corresponding to alphabet pairs that occur closely. For instance, consider a sequence in Fig. 6a Moreover, for an effective clustering, it is important to bring the "closer" alphabets in the sequence more close in the graph space. In the SGT's graph interpretation, it implies that ψuv should go as high as possible to bring v closer to u in the graph and vice versa for (u, w). Thus, effectively, ∆ = E[ψuv − ψuw] should be increased. It is proved in Appendix D that ∆ will increase with κ, if κd > 1, ∀d, where we have d ∈ N.
Thus, an SGT can represent a sequence as a graph with its alphabets connected with weighted edges, which enables clustering of associated alphabets.
SGT ALGORITHM
In this section, two algorithms are provided for SGT for a feed-forward sequence defined in Eq. 3a-3b. The first algorithm is faster for L < |V| 2 , while the second is faster for L > |V| 2 .
The outputted SGT for the sequence, s, will be a |V| × |V| matrix, which can be vectorized (size, |V| 2 ) for use in distance-based data mining methods, or it can be used as is for visualization and interpretation purposes. Note that we 
11:
for v ∈ V do 12: 18: end for 19: if length-sensitive is True then 20:
output the κ th root as the final SGT features as it makes the SGTs easy to interpret and comparable for any κ.
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(L 2 ), where L is the average sequence length and O(|V|(L + |V |)) for Algorithm 2. The space complexity for both is O(|V| 2 ). However, in most datasets, not all alphabets in V are present in a sequence, resulting in a sparse SGT features representation. In such cases, the complexities reduce by a factor of the sparsity level. Moreover, for a sequence dataset, S, the algorithm should be repeated for all sequences to obtain their feature representations. Fortunately, as also evident from Fig. 3b , the SGT operation on any sequence in a dataset is independent of the other. This means we can easily parallelize the SGT operation on sequences in dataset S.
The optimal selection of the hyper-parameter κ will depend on the problem in hand. If the end objective is building a supervised learning model, methods such as crossvalidation can be used. For unsupervised learning, any goodness-of-fit criteria can be used for the selection. In cases of multiple parameter optimization, e.g. the number of clusters (say, nc) and κ together in clustering, we can use a random search procedure. In such a procedure, we randomly initialize nc, compute the best κ based on some goodness-of-fit measure, then fix κ to find the best nc, and repeat until there is no change. From our experiments on real and synthesized data, the results of SGT-based data mining are not sensitive to minor differences in κ. In our implementations, we typically selected κ from {1, 5, 10}.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Here we perform an experimental analysis to assess the performance of the proposed SGT. The most important motivation behind SGT is the need for an accurate method to find (dis)similarity between sequences. Therefore, to test SGT's efficacy in finding sequence (dis)similarities, we built a sequence clustering experimental setup. A clustering operation requires accurate computation of (dis)similarity between objects and thus is a good choice for efficacy assessment.
We performed four types of experiments: a) Exp-1: lengthsensitive, b) Exp-2: length-insensitive with non-parametric sequence pattern, c) Exp-3: length-insensitive with parametric sequence pattern, and d) Exp-4: alphabet clustering. The settings for each are given in Table 1 . Alphabet set is, V = {A, B . . . , Z}, for all sequences. Except for Exp-3, clustered sequences were generated such that sequences within a cluster share common patterns. Here two sequences having a common pattern primarily means that the sequences have some common subsequences of any length, and these subsequences can be present anywhere in the sequence. The sequences also comprise of other events, which can be either noise or some other pattern. This setting is non-parametric; however, the subsequences can also bring some inherent parametric properties, such as a mixture of Markov distribution of different orders. In Exp-3, clustered sequences were generated from a mixture of parametric distributions. In all the experiments, k-means with manhattan distance was applied on the sequences' SGTs.
In Exp-1, we compared SGT with length-sensitive algorithms, viz. MUSCLE, UCLUST and CD-HIT, which are popular in bioinformatics. These methods are hierarchical in nature, and thus, themselves find the optimal number of clusters. For SGT-clustering, the number of clusters is found using the random search procedure recommended in §3. Fig. 7 shows the results, where the y-axis is the ratio of the estimated optimal number of clusters,nc, and the true number of clusters, nc. On the x-axis, it shows the clustering accuracy, i.e. the proportion of sequences assigned to a same cluster given that they were actually from the same cluster. For a best performing algorithm, both metrics should be close to 1. As shown in the figure, CD-HIT and UCLUST overestimated the number of clusters by about twice and five times, respectively. MUSCLE had a better nc estimate but had about 95% accuracy. On the other hand, SGT could accurately estimate nc and has a 100% clustering accuracy.
In Exp-2, we compared SGT with commonly used se- For n-gram, we take n = {1, 2, 3}, and their combinations. Note that 1-gram is equivalent to the bag-of-words method. For these methods, we provided the known nc to the algorithms. We use F1-score as the accuracy metric. In this experiment, we set different scenarios such that the overlap of the clusters' "centroid" is increased. A high overlap between clusters implies that the sequences belonging to these clusters have a higher number of common patterns. Thus, separating them for clustering becomes difficult, and clustering accuracy is expected to be lower.
The Exp-2's result in Fig. 8 shows the accuracy (F1-score) and the runtimes (with the legend) for each method, where SGT is seen to outperform all others in accuracy. MM and SMM have a poorer accuracy because of the first-order Markovian assumption. HMM is found to have a comparable accuracy, but its runtime is more than six times that of SGT, proving SGT's superiority. N-gram methods' accuracies lie in between. Low-order n-grams have smaller runtime than SGT but significantly lower accuracy. Interestingly, the 1-gram method is better when overlapping is high, showing the higher order n-grams' inability to distinguish between sequences when pattern overlap is high.
Furthermore, we did Exp-3 to see the performance of SGT in sequence datasets having an underlying mixture of parametric distributions, viz. mixture of HMM, MM and SMM. The objective of this experiment is to test SGT's efficacy on parametric datasets against parametric methods. In addition to obtaining datasets from mixed HMM and first-order mixed MM and SMM distributions, we also get second-order Markov (MM2) and third-order Markov (MM3) datasets. Fig. 9 shows the F1-score and the runtime (as bar labels). As expected, the mixture clustering method corresponding to the underlying distribution is performing the best. Note that SMM is slightly better than MM in the MM setting because of its over-representative formulation, i.e. a higher dimensional model to include a variable time distribution. However, the proposed SGT's accuracy is always close to the best. This shows SGT's robustness to underlying distribution and its universal applicability. And, again, its runtime is smaller than all others.
Finally, we validated the efficacy of the extensions of SGT given in §2.5 in Exp-4. Our main aim in this validation is to perform alphabet clustering ( §2.5.2). We set up a test experiment such that across different sequence clusters some alphabets occur closer to each other. We create a dataset that has sequences from three clusters and alphabets belonging to two clusters (alphabets A-H in one cluster and I-P in another). This emulates a biclustering scenario in which sequences in different clusters have distinct patterns; however, the pattern of closely occurring alphabets is common across all sequences. This is a complex scenario in which clustering both sequences and alphabets can be challenging.
Upon clustering the sequences, the F1-score is found to be 1.0. For alphabet clustering, we applied spectral clustering on the aggregated SGT of all sequences, which yielded an accurate result with only one alphabet as mis-clustered. Moreover, a heat map in Fig. 10 clearly shows that alphabets within same underlying clusters have significantly higher associations. Thus, it validates that SGT can accurately cluster alphabets along with clustering the sequences.
APPLICATIONS
In this section, we show a few applications of SGT-based sequence mining on real-world datasets.
Clustering
Sequence clustering is an important application area across various fields. One important problem in this area is clustering user activity on the web (web log sequences) to understand user behavior. This analysis can result into better service, design, advertisements and promotions.
We took users' navigation data on msnbc.com collected during a 24-hour period. The navigation data are weblogs that correspond to the page views of each user. The alphabets of these sequences are the events corresponding to a user's page request. These requests are recorded at a higher abstract level of page category, e.g. frontpage, tech, which are representative of the structure of the website. The dataset has a random sample of 100,000 sequences for our analysis. The sequences' average length is 6.9 and their standard deviation is 27.3, with the range between 2 and 7440 and a skewed distribution.
Our objective is to group the users with similar navigation patterns, irrespective of differences in their session lengths, into clusters. We, therefore, take the length-insensitive SGT and use the random search procedure for optimal clustering in §3. We performed k-means clustering with manhattan distance and the goodness-of-fit criterion as db-index, and found the optimality at nc = 104 for κ = 9.
The frequency distribution of the number of members in each cluster is shown in Fig. 11 . The frequency distribution has a long-tail-the majority of users belong to a small set of clusters. Nevertheless, it is important to understand the distinct behaviors of both the majority and minority user types to provide better personalized services.
Visualization
Effective visualization is a critical need for easy interpretation of data and its underlying properties. For example, in the above msnbc.com navigation data analysis, interpreting behavior of different user clusters is quite important.
In the following (Fig. 12a-12b ), we show a graph visualization of some clusters' centroids (which are in the SGT space), because a centroid represents the behavior of users present in the cluster. We have filtered edges with small weights for better visualization. Fig. 12a shows the centroid for the first cluster that contains the highest membership (∼12%) and thus indicates the "most" general behavior. This cluster's users' behavior is centered around frontpage and misc, with users' tendency to navigate between frontpage, misc, weather, opinion, news, travel and business at different levels. Fig. 12b shows another majority cluster with about 7.5% membership. This group of users seems to have a liking for sports. They primarily visit sports-related pages (the box around the sports node indicates a self-visiting edge), and also move back and forth from sports to frontpage, travel, misc, msn-sports/news, etc.
Classification
At many occasions, we have labeled sequence data where it is required to build a classification model. SGT can be used for this, and is demonstrated on two datasets: a) protein sequences 1 having either of two known functions, which act as the labels, and b) network intrusion data 2 containing audit logs and any attack as a positive label.
The dataset details are given in Table 2 . For both problems we use the length-sensitive SGT. For proteins, it is due to their nature, while for network logs, the lengths are important because sequences with similar patterns but different lengths can have different labels. Take a simple example of following two sessions: {login, password, login, password, mail,...} and {login, password,...(repeated several times)..., login, password}. While the first session can be a regular user mistyping the password once, the other session is possibly an attack to guess the password. Thus, the sequence lengths are as important as the patterns.
For the network intrusion data, the sparsity of SGTs was high. Therefore, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on it and kept the top 10 PCs as sequence features. We call it SGT-PC, for further modeling. However, for proteins, the SGTs are used directly.
After obtaining the SGT (-PC) features, we trained a SVM classifier on them. For comparison, we used popular n-gram sequence classifiers, viz. bag-of-words (1-gram), 2-, 3-, 1+2-, and 1+2+3-gram. The SVM was built with an RBF kernel. The cost parameter, c, is equal to 1, while the value for the kernel parameter, γ, is shown within braces in Table 3 . The table reports the average test accuracy (F1score) from a 10-fold cross-validation.
As we can see in Table 3 , the F1-scores are high for all methods in the protein data, with SGT-based SVM surpassing all others. On the other hand, the accuracies are small for the network intrusion data. This is primarily due to: a) 
Search
Most sequence databases found in the real world are very large. For example, protein databases have billions of sequences and increasing. Here we show that SGT sequence features can lead to a fast and accurate sequence search.
We collected a random sample of 1000 protein sequences from the UniProtKB database on www.uniprot.org. We transformed them to feature space using length-sensitive SGT (with κ = 1) to incorporate their length informations. Thereafter, to reduce the dimension we applied principal component analysis and preserved the first 40 principal components (explaining ∼83% of variance), denoted by SGT-PC. We arbitrarily chose a protein sequence, Q9ZIM1 3 (ID notation from UniProtKB), as the search query.
We compute the manhattan distance between the SGT-PCs of the query and each sequence in the dataset. The top 5 closest sequences are shown with their SGT-PC distances in Table 4 . For a reference, we also find the identity between the query and all other sequences. An identity between two sequences is the edit-distance between them after alignment. Here we find identities after a global alignment, with cost of gap-opening as 0 and gap-extension as 1. Note that alignment algorithms are approximate heuristics; thus, the identities should be seen only as a guideline and not ground truth.
We find that the maximum pairwise identity (=46.3%) corresponds to the smallest SGT-PC distance (33.02) for {Q9ZIM1 (query), S9A4Q5}. Also, the identity level decreases with increasing SGT-PC differences. Importantly, the computation time for finding SGT-PC distances between the query and the entire dataset is found to be 0.0014 sec on 2.2GHz Intel i7, while identity computations took 194.4 sec. Although the current in-use methods for protein data-bases, such as BLAST, have a faster alignment and identity computation procedure than a pairwise, its runtime will still be more than finding vector differences as in SGT-based search.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
3 The protein sequence of Q9ZIM1 is, MSYQQQQCKQPC-QPPPVCPTPKCPEPCPPPKCPEPYLPPPCPPEHCPPPPCQDKCP-PVQPYPPCQQKYPPKSK As we showed in §2.4 and validated in §4-5, SGT's ability to capture the overall pattern-short-and long-range structures-of a sequence into a fixed finite-dimensional space with shorter computation time makes it stand out. The other methods were found to have lower performance than SGT for this reason.
To bring this into perspective, compare SGT with a firstorder Markov model. Suppose we are analyzing sequences in which "B occurs closely after A." Due to stochasticity, the observed sequences can be like: a) ABCDEAB, and b) ABCDEAXB, where (b) is same as (a) but a noise X, appearing in between A and B. While the transition probability in the Markov model will be significantly different for (a:1.0) and (b:0.5), SGT is robust to such noises, (a:0.50) and (b:0.45) for κ = 5. The effect of the intermittent noise can be easily regulated by changing κ: choose a high κ to reduce the noise effect, with a caution that sometimes it may be part of the pattern. Furthermore, a Markov model cannot easily distinguish between these two sequences: ABCDEAB and ABCDEFGHIJAB, from the (A,B) transition probabilities (=1 for both). Differently, the SGT feature for (A,B) changes from 1.72 to 2.94 (κ = 1), because it looks at the overall pattern. On another note, although deep learning methods can capture such overall patterns, their representations are in an arbitrary and usually very high dimension.
In summary, SGT is a novel approach for feature extraction of a sequence to give it a finite-dimensional representation. This bridges an existing gap between sequence problems and powerful mainstream data mining methods. Moreover, it has been shown to have a universal applicability to many sequence problems. Importantly, due to its low computational complexity and ease of parallelization, it can be scaled to most big sequence data problems. For future research, we should attempt to use SGT to develop new methods for diverse sequence problems in speech recognition, text analysis, bioinformatics, etc., or use it as an embedding layer in deep learning architectures. In addition, efficacy of higher-order SGTs can also be explored.
